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Abstract (en)
The present invention belongs to the technical field of clothes handling, and specifically provides a clothes drying device, comprising a box body,
a clothes drying drum, a lint cleaning component, a lint collecting component, an annular filter component and a front support component; the front
support component is located between a front panel and the clothes drying drum, the lint cleaning component and the lint collecting component are
both arranged on the front support component, and the annular filter component is connected to the clothes drying drum and can be driven by the
clothes drying drum to rotate; during rotation, the lint cleaning component cleans lint on the annular filter component and the lint is collected by the
lint collecting component; the lint collecting component is located at the left or the right of the front support component. By means of the described
arrangement, the annular filter component can be cleaned in real time to ensure said component is clean, and a power apparatus need not be
independently arranged. The present invention is simple in structure and low in cost, and compared with an arrangement wherein a lint collecting
component is arranged at the top of a front support component, the present arrangement is beneficial for collecting lint, and a larger lint collecting
component may be mounted, so as to collect more lint.
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